From Data to **Actionable Insights**

Harnessing the power of competitive intelligence through out-of-the-box data visualization.
KEY CONCEPT:
Visualization brings data to life, so intelligence can be understood in multiple dimensions, making it easier than ever to uncover competitive insights.

Pre-built Power BI templates, fueled with intelligence from eVestment’s Market Lens API, give managers out-of-the-box data visualizations for detecting new opportunities. Implementation is usually same-day, by your firm’s Microsoft Administrator. No development is required.

MANDATE OVERVIEW

MANDATE PARTICIPANTS
MANDATE TRENDS

CONSULTANT RATINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Bringing data to life through visualization helps Distribution teams analyze mandate trends and competitor data at-a-glance, so they can detect signals faster.

Learn how firms just like yours are leveraging out-of-the-box visualizations from eVestment to gain a competitive advantage without the need for developers or advanced technical resources.
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